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Luville is a range of collectables with a unique European style. 

Experience the special atmosphere of the Dutch village Molendam with her characteristic buildings, 

the nostalgic English village Bridbury, the typical French fishing village Chareauville sur Mer, the 

wintersport village Schneewald and the rural village from the Alsace environment Ville de Reidy. 

The real to life houses and figurines are handcrafted and made with eye for detail. With the collection 

of Luville you can make beautiful scenes which are original and creative. Imagine yourself in 

Europe of the early days!



The whole Luville collection is 
created by our special design 
team who are all specialised in 
developing a specific part of the 
Luville collection.

Before the design department starts de-
veloping, a detailed village plan is made 
in which the whole atmosphere and the 
specific details are written down. Also 
ideas from our customers and our people 
are integrated in this plan.

Then our designers start creating and 
making 3D models on the computer so 
the houses and figurines can be seen in 
every dimension. With an eye for detail 
every collectable is made with the 
highest precision and care.

After a strict screening only the best 
items remain. Our team of sculptors 
then start creating the buildings and 
figurines which are all handmade. 
Each piece is molded by hand, with 
several different molds needed for the 
different parts that make up a building 
or accessory. 

After this the buildings and 
accessories are baked for several 
hours at high temperatures. 
Then each building and accessory 
is painted by hand by our painters 
in beautiful authentic colours.

When finished 
all the items are 
double-checked 
so the outstanding 
quality of the Luville 
collectables can 
be guaranteed for 
more than 100%



In Molendam, Father Christmas and Jack Frost are happy friends. The 

canals are frozen over, traditional ships are stuck in the ice. When the sky 

is dark at five o’clock, clog maker Willem Geurts lights the great bonfires 

on the quay, making short work of the day’s wood chips. The light of the 

bonfire dances on the ice, just like Froukje van Tilborgh of the grocery shop. 

Her sons join in on their little wooden skates as Mayor Van der Kolk makes 

deft figures of eight on his Friesian flat-skates. Baker Aad Brakenhoff’s 

twins Henkie and Lieke hold their balance with a chair, learning how to 

skate. His wife Bertha’s domain is the ‘cake and drinks’ stand, selling hot 

Christmas waffles and gin. This is also the place where the Molendam resi-

dents meet. They keep warm with thick gloves and stories of the old days, 

about Molendam, the polder, the water. The stories that give the Molendam 

residents their own place in the history of the town, following the tracks left 

in the creaking snow by the 

generations before them.
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HOUSE
•601.016 The “Munttoren & Tolhuis” 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.585	 Skating	on	the	ice •601.589		Bertha	Brakenhoff	
carrying	basket	on	head

HOUSE
•601.202 Canal house 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.023 Milkbar
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included
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•601.582	 Dora	van	den	Oord	carrying	baskets

•601.5�8	 Froukje	van	Tilborgh	selling	fruit

•601.588	 Mother	and	child	skating

HOUSE
•601.017 City Hall 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.584	 Madelief	Wolkers	
van	Avezaath	with	children

HOUSE
•601.201 Bakery 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included



HOUSE
•601.024 ‘de Waag’ 
•Lighting		•Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.204 Canalhouse 
“De Kruidenier” 
•Lighting		
•Adaptor	included

•601.5�9	 Dancing	on	wooden	shoes,	set	of	2

HOUSE
•601.200 
Shop “de Kaas” 
•Lighting		
•Adaptor	included

•601.580	 Making	
wooden	shoes

HOUSE
•601.220 Mill “Dyckzicht” 
•Lighting		•Adaptor	included

•601.583	 Henk	Poppens
making	baskets

•601.586	 Making	snowman

HOUSE
•601.203 Restaurant 
•Lighting		•Adaptor	included

•601.590	 Greet	van	Steenbergen	doing	laundry

•601.58�	 Little	boy	playing
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•601.5�6	 Children	with	playingcar
•601.5��		Streetorgan	man

•601.581	 Little	boy	selling	newspapers



Villagers, chins tucked deep into their collars, are hurrying to “father” Jessy 

Green’s midnight mass. The smell of freshly baked Christmas stollen from 

Pete Hammersmith’s bakery, and warm wine fill the streets of Bridbury. 

A warm light illuminates the last glittering remains of snow and the 

childrens’ choir from the “St. Joseph Primary School” is already to be 

heard in the distance. The strong Christmas beer is being served in Bobby 

Taylor’s pub. It ‘s time to tighten the bonds of friendship by sharing a meal 

at restaurant “Eating Time”. Time to tell stories by the open hearth in the 

“Bridbury Inn” hotel. Bridbury’s stories, which give the inhabitants a place 

of their own in history and which leave tracks in the snow following in the 

footsteps of generations before.

- 1850 -

•601.306 Beercar •601.307 Woman on car bringing milk

HOUSE
•601.300 The ‘Magere brug’
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•601.223Barrel-organ “Lodewijck”
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•601.224 Barrel-organ “De Tulp”
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music
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HOUSE
•601.004 Bridbury hospital 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.005 St. Francis Monastery
• Animated interior 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.006 The Nutcracker 
“Christmas Shop” 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	includedB
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•601.545	 Customer	with	gifts

•601.556	 Man	carying	wood

•601.554	 Mother	child	crying

•601.55�	 Priest•601.518		Choir

•601.559	 Woman	hospital

•601.568	 Santa	Claus

•601.305 Hunting with dogs

HOUSE
•601.003 Old Malley’s 
Furniture Maker
•Lighting	 	
•Adaptor	included
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HOUSE
•601.022 Restaurant “the Swan” 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.008 The Millinery
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.5�6	 Jeanet	Evans

•600.69�	 Steven	Evans

HOUSE
•601.007 The Bridbury Theatre 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.021 Hillview Cottage 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	includedB
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•601.562	 Couple	theatre
•601.543	 Man	hunting

•601.5�4	 Woman

•601.551	 Man	with	new	hat

•601.566	 Streetband
•601.5�2	 Town	crier

•601.561	 Dance	around	snowman
•601.560	 Woman	with	flowers

•601.552		Joshua	Taylor



•601.301 Swing
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•600.5�4	 Marianne	Hammersmith	

•600.63�	 Harry	Darton

•600.623	 Milkman

HOUSE
•600.011  Bakery
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.012  Antique Shop
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.5�2	 Marie	Sutton
•600.081	 Cleaner	(L),
	 Randy	Sutton	(R),	set	of	2

HOUSE
•600.013  Restaurant Eating Time
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.538	 Amy	Hammersmith

•600.080	 Sean	Redbridge	(L)		
	 Jaimy	Barnet	(R),	set	of	2

HOUSE
•600.010  Ripley House
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.624	 John	Ripley

•600.552	 Annabel	Ripley

•601.5�1	 Shoveling	snow
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•601.544	 Jenny	Darton

•601.5�3	 Victorian	woman

HOUSE
•600.009  Book Shop
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.56�	 Mobile	bookshop
•601.548	 Lucy	Barnet



•600.583	 Frank	Cobham’s	assistant

•600.053	 Frank	Cobham

HOUSE
•600.015 Farrier Hoof Smith
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.591	Angelina	Enfield

20 21

•600.083	 Sarah	and	Jimmy
	 Hammersmith	(L),
	 July	Lewisham	and
	 child	(R),	set	of	2

•600.604	
Peter	Hammersmith
and	his	son	Simon

HOUSE
•600.016  St. Joseph Primary School
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.082	 Little	Josh	Enfield	(T),
	 Jessica	Barnet	and	Donnie		
	 Hammersmith	(B),	set	of	2

•600.585	 Miss	Angelina•600.602	 Jonathan	Bexley

•600.085	 Andy	Lambert	(L)
	 Willy	Lambert	(M)
	 Hank	Lambert	(R),
	 set	of	3	

•600.646	Christopher	Lambert

HOUSE
•600.018  Iron Blacksmith
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.332 Bank
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.5�5	Chimney	sweeper
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•601.550	 Amylee	Cobham

•601.569	 School	children

•600.084	 Pat	Hackney
	 and	his	dog,	set	of	2

HOUSE
•600.017  Pat’s X-mas Trees
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included



•600.65�	 Lorenna	Croydon

HOUSE
•600.014 Sweety
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.5�3	 Jack	Croydon

•601.549	 Sally	Craydon

•601.553	 Boy	at	the	chocolate	car

•600.680	 Ruby	Croydon
	 and	friend	Jimmy

22 23

•600.086	 Mickey	and
	 Angie	Russel	(L),
	 Suzy	Wickford	(R),
	 set	of	2

HOUSE
•600.333 Hotel Bridbury Inn
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.334  City Hall
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.64�	 Geoffrey	Redbridge
	 with	his	daughter	Polly

HOUSE
•600.335 Annie’s Boutique
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.55�	 Annie	Brent	and	son	William

•600.691	 Kelly	Taylor

HOUSE
•600.336 St. George’s Pub
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.581	 Street	artist

•600.558	 Bobby	Taylor

•600.56�	 Timothy	Darton
	 and	John	Cobham

•601.54�	 Lucy	Russell

•601.541	 David	Brent
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•601.558	 Man,	car,	beer,	barrel

•601.565	 Bagpiper
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•601.539	 Catherine	and	Jacky

•600.586	 Jim	Banstead •600.588	 Hank	Waltham

HOUSE
•600.339 Train Station
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.60�	 Juggler

•600.684	 Tracy	Banstead

•600.08�	 Gary	Wickford	(L),
	 Traveller	(R),	set	of	2•600.051	 Florist

HOUSE
•600.337 Gary’s Greengrocery
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.59�	 Flowershop	and
	 Gary	Wickford	jr.

•600.5�1	 Peter	Redbridge

•600.599	 Fire	help

•600.089	 Scott	Redbridge	with	baby	Serena	(L),
	 Maggie	Redbridge	and	her	daughter	June	(R),	set	of	2

•600.562	 Winston	Redbridge	(L)
	 and	George	Biggin	(R)

HOUSE
•600.340 Toys & Gifts
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.341 Fire Department
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.542	 Elize	Banstead

•600.593	 Cyclist
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•600.088	 Policeman
	 William	Enfield	(L)
	 and	a	villain	(R),
	 set	of	2

HOUSE
•600.338 Police Precinct No.7
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.540	 Cindy	Enfield
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•600.559	 Farmerson	marries
	 Conny	Donnahue

•600.550	 Postman
	 Frederick	Chersey

•600.090	 Harry	Banstead	(L),
	 Father	Jessy
	 Anthony	Green	(R),		
	 set	of	2

HOUSE
•600.342  Church
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.343 Post Office
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.649	 Elisabeth	Waynes

•600.645	 Francis	Harrow

HOUSE
•600.344  Dentist Dr. Waynes
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.345 Photographer
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.555	 John	Andrew	Waynes

•600.554	 Linda	Ripley•601.563	 Marian	Chersey•601.564	 Snowfight •601.546	 Salesman	frames
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•601.5�0	 Carolers



In the “Eglise Sainte Véronique” in Chareauville sur mer Padre Henry 

Thiory is just starting the midnight mass accompanied by the clear tones 

of the childrens’ choir, while lighthouse keeper Jacques Le Perray watches 

over the town. The crib has never been so beautiful, and artist Gérard 

Potoise has once again painted a stunning décor. The snowy night is 

darker than ever. The fishing boat in the harbour, belonging to the Avernes 

brothers, creaks in the ice, and even André Draveil’s water mill has come to a 

standstill because the stream has frozen over. In hotel “Chez Gérardine” 

preparations are underway for the Christmas dinner. Then stories will be 

retold. Chareauville sur mer’s stories, which give the inhabitants a place of 

their own in history and which leave tracks in the snow following in the 

footsteps of generations before them.

- 1900 -

Detail of Bridbury 29

•601.302 Shakespeare statue

•600.396 Ballroom
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.074 Wooden windmill
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		•On/off	switch

•600.725 Flower kiosk

•600.742 Skating the pond at the watermill
•Lighting		•Adaptor	included	•On/off	switch		•With	music



•600.096	 Dogs	smell	fish	(L)
	 Leftovers	(R),	set	of	2

•600.095	 Léon	Chailly	(T),
	 Anne	Chailly	with	guest	(B),	set	of	2

HOUSE
•600.351 Restaurant Deauville
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.014 Chareauville Yaughtclub 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.012 Fromagerie 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.013 Bureau de Port 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.509		Fisherman	telling	story,	set	of	2

•601.510		Port	master
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•601.503	 Jean	with	his	boat •601.514	 Caprain

•601.500	 Madame	Marie	with	basket

•601.504	 Francine	with	snowman



•600.61�	 Nico	Saintville

HOUSE
•600.352 Boulangerie
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.505	 Frau	Mimi	walking

•600.603	 Jacques	Le	Perray
	 with	son	Thomas

•600.618	 Max	and	Daniel	Le	Perray

HOUSE
•600.019 Lighthouse with rotating light
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.512		Story	teller
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•600.091	 Pierre	Avernes
	 and	seagulls,	set	of	2

•600.650	
Laurent	Avernes

•600.660	 Nicolette	Honfleur

HOUSE
•600.020 Fish Store Chez Pierre
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.021 Cerele Nautic Honfleur
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.564	 Visitor
•600.621	 George	Honfleur

•601.511		Fisherman

•601.513		Fish	catch
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HOUSE
•600.023 Hotel Chez Gérardine
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.092	 Hotel	visitors,	
set	of	2

•600.619	 Gérardine	Domont
	 with	daughter	Virgine

•600.5�0	 Two	nuns	and	girl

HOUSE
•600.022 Eglise Sainte Véronique
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included
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•600.644	 Daniel	Chantiers

•600.093	 Pierre	Cerny	(L),
	 Amelie	Cerny	(R),	set	of	2

•600.685	 Phillipe	Chantiers

HOUSE
•600.024 Chantiers Navals
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.025 Antiquaire Angélique
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.5��	Lucien	Chantiers

•600.582	 Street	artist

•600.643	 Gérard	Potoise

HOUSE
•600.026 Paintre Artistique
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.508	Shipper	playing	accordion
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•601.519	 Pastor

•601.501	Madame	Sophie	and	table
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•600.054	 Julia	Ballancourt	and
	 her	daughters
	 Anne	and	Eva

•600.641	 Melanie	de	Limours

•600.560	 Sylvie	and	Antoine	de	Moissy		
	

•600.635	 Jean	de	Limours

HOUSE
•600.347 Boutique de Souvenirs
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.348 Bureau de Poste
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.349 Mairie
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.350 Banque
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.506	 Phillip	Moissy	
	 walking	to	the	bank

•601.516	 Hobby	fisher

HOUSE
•600.346 Animated Water-Mill
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.094	 Andre	Draveil	(L),
	 lamb	(M),
	 Sheep	and	dog	(R),	
	 set	of	3

•601.502	 Frau	Celine	with	mule

•601.515	 Lighthouse	keeper

•601.50�	 Frau	Brigitte	
	 with	Xmas	tree

•600.640	 Victor	Domont
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Bathing in the light from the oil lamps in the churchyard,  “Pfarrer” Victor 

Konrad is just starting the midnight mass. Not only the villagers in their 

thick coats, not only the farming family Neuendorf and the woodworkers 

“Wilhelmus der Förster” and Marty Friedenau, but also dozens of skiers 

from Annemarie Britz’s hotel have abandoned the après ski for one evening 

in favour of the Christmas mass. Thick snowflakes are falling onto the 

abandoned pistes and the anchor lift is swinging in the wind. 

Tomorrow, in café/restaurant “Stab Aldo” there is to be a great Christmas 

banquet with as main course a roe shot by Bernhard Blumberg himself. 

Then stories will be retold. Schneewald’s stories, which give the inhabitants 

a place of their own in history and which leave tracks in the snow following 

in the footsteps of generations before them.

- 1950 -
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•601.304 Boat with tree •601.517 Boat repair

•601.303 Kiosque presse

•601.309 Sail boat
•Battery	operated

•601.308 Fishing boat
•Battery	operated

•600.072 Stone windmill 
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included	•On/off	switch •600.727 Creperie
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HOUSE
•601.000 Lindenhütte 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.604	 Burgmeister

•601.610	 Jost	walking	with	skiis

HOUSE
•601.002 Schule Und Bibliothek 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.020 Schneewalder Bierstube 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.618	 Farmer	wife
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•601.620	 Schneewald	
school	teacher

•601.613	 Schneewald	snowfight

•601.611	 Man	with	St.-Bernard,	set	of	2

•601.605	 Casper	skiing

•601.616	 Walking	to	school

•601.602	 Barlady	bringing	beer

•601.619	 Drunk	man	with	dog

HOUSE
•601.001 Animated Rathaus 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

ROTATING!
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•600.6�5	 Greta	Neuendorf
•600.�05	 Anton	Neuendorf
	 with	son	Peter

•600.6�9	 Mette	Ramsbeck	
	 with	daughter	Jutta

HOUSE
•600.027 Anton aus Tirol
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.028 Café/Restaurant Stab Aldo
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.600	 Men	playing	music,	set	of	2

HOUSE
•601.019 Edelweiss Alm Barn 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.61�	 Schneewald	farmer	with	goats,	set	of	2
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•601.606	 Couple	dancing,	set	of	2

•601.614	 Children	preparing	skiis

HOUSE
•601.018 Edelweiss Alm 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included
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•600.6�8	 Jost	Britz	and	his	dog

•600.548	 Nicolaus	Britz

•600.6�4	 Boy	on	sledge

•600.688	 Three	hotelguests
	 build	a	snowman

•600.636	 Heinrich	Hagelkorst	
	 and	his	wife	Elisabeth

HOUSE
•600.353 Kirche
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.354 Hotel
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.355 Wetterstation
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.556	 Victor	Konrad
	 with	nun

•601.601	 Annemarie	Britz	with	light

•600.553	 Anna	Ratinger

•600.098	 Child	builds	a
	 snowman	and
	 child	in	snow,
	 set	of	2	

HOUSE
•600.029 Skischule und Geschäft Nena
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.030 Tiroler Kapelle
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.09�	Skiing	class,	set	of	3

•600.668	 Nena	Birkholz
•600.66�	 Conrad	Birkholz

•601.612	 Marty	skiing

•601.603	 Men	blazers,	set	of	2
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•601.615	 How	to	ski
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•600.099	 Berthe	Blumberg	(L)	and
	 Bernhard	Blumberg	(R),	set	of	2

•600.100	 Kunne	Friedrich	(L)	
	 and	Franz	
	 Friedrich	(R),	set	of	2

•600.0�9	 Anna	Friedrich	(R)	and
	 Jacob	Friedrich	(L),	set	of	2

•600.�03	 Johann	Friedrich
	 and	his	wife
	 Hildegrand

HOUSE
•600.356 Bernhard’s Backstube
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•600.357 Uhrmacher
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.60�	 Helena	rolling	ball	of	snow

•601.608	 Frau	marie	
	 bringing	vegetables

HOUSE
•600.032  Wilhelmus der Förster
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.614	 Wilhelmus	Ratinger

HOUSE
•600.031 Schreiner Marty
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.665	 Marty	Friedenau

•600.6�2	 Hermann	Friedenau •601.609	 Man	working	on	wood



With chins tucked deep in their collars, the inhabitants of Ville de Reidy are 

walking through the crisp snow to the church, where padre Hanz Herbolz is 

ready to celebrate midnight mass.  The big farming family Forbach is seated 

in the front pews. Despite the cold, the delightful smell of the traditional 

“pain d’épices” is wafting out of the open windows of Clement Felbach’s 

bakery. This very night these will be eaten, after the mass, in every house 

in the village. And tomorrow, when the skiers have returned to the piste, 

the best “Gewürztraminer” from wine shop “In Vino Veritas” will be 

uncorked and the entire village will draw up a chair in restaurant “Chez 

Gwendoline” for the satisfying Christmas meal. Then stories will be retold. 

Ville de Reidy’s stories, which give the inhabitants a place of their own in 

history and which leave tracks in the snow following in the footsteps of 

generations before them.

- 1950 -
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HOUSE
•601.009  Réparation de Cordonnier 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.010  Menuiserie
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

HOUSE
•601.011  La Ferme de Philippe 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.526  Miling cow, set of 2
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•601.523  Dorine and Elena
•601.520  Francois with catapult, set of 2

•601.522 Stephanie Felbach cleaning street

•601.524  Gooseherd, set of 3

•601.532  Victoire with pigs

•601.535  Farmer taking a rest

HOUSE
•601.008  Animated Moulin á eau de Reidy
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.521 Frau Majorie with milk, set of 2

•601.525  Shepard, set of 2

•601.529 Henriette with goat

•600.726 Roasted chesnut kiosk
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HOUSE
•601.015  Marréchal Ferrant 
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.689	 Florian	Felbach

•600.�08	 Clement	Felbach

HOUSE
•600.034 La Boulangerie Stéphane
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.621	 Stephane	Felbach

•601.533	 Benjamin	with	mule

•600.654	 Hairdresser

•600.�06	 Geneviève	Pirmas

HOUSE
•600.035 Hotel Chez Geneviève
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•601.52�	 Louis	giving	a	toast
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•601.53�	 Michael	is	
driving	Mylene	around

•600.�11	 Guest

•600.�09	 Stephan	Jonas

HOUSE
•600.033 Restaurant Chez Gwendoline
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.592	 Martin	Jonas

•600.615	 Justin	Jonas

•600.0�8	 Yvette	Bayon	(L)	and
	 help	(R),	set	of	2

•600.0��	 Julien	Bayon	(L),
	 Laurine	Bayon	(R),	
	 set	of	2

HOUSE
•600.037 Hotel de Ville
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included



HOUSE
•600.359 Kayser’s Bar
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.�04	 Christian	Thion

•601.528	 Grand	parents	Bayon

•600.0�5	 Theo	Stirner	(L),
	 Francois	Stirner	(R),
	 set	of	2

•600.659	 Doctor

HOUSE
•600.036 Le Docteur et la Pharmacienne Inge
•Lighting •Adaptor included

HOUSE
•600.361 In Vino Veritas
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.682	 Lea,	Emma	and
	 Sarah	Waldkirch

•601.536	 Frau	Julie

•601.534	 Frau	Lucille

54 55

•600.595	 Boy	with	flowers

•600.651	Stork

•600.�02	Cornèl	Jonas

HOUSE
•600.358 l’Eglise
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included

•600.0�6	 Esther	Forbach	(T),	
	 chickens	(B),	set	of	2 •600.613	 Andre	Forbach

•600.690	 Vincent	
Forbach

•600.699	 Hugo	Forbach

HOUSE
•600.360 La Ferme Forbach
•Lighting	 •Adaptor	included
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•601.531	Pastor	on	his	bike

•601.555	Nun



Detail of Molendam

•601.221 Coal mine 
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.073 Wooden windmill
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included	•On/off	switch

•600.600 Countryside skatingpond
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		•On/off	switch		•With	music

•601.350 Bonfire

56
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•600.071 Cane throwing stand

•600.394 The waffel king

•600.391 Cookies and 
hot chocolate stand

•600.392 Pretzels and glühwein stand

•600.393 Christmas candles stand  

•600.715 Carousel 
	800.�15

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.716 Ferris wheel
	800.�16

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•601.222  Carousel palace 1900
	801.222

•601.223 Barrel-organ ‘Lodewijck
	801.223

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.086 Mickey and Angie Russel (L), 
Suzy Wickford (R), set of 2

•601.566 Streetband

•601.224 Barrel-organ ‘de Tulp’
	801.224

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.070 Hercules stand

•600.710 Clown on fair
•601.562 Couple theatre

•600.069 The bottleneck stand

•600.068 Sitting duck stand
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•600.010 Ripley House
	800.010

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.011 Bakery
	800.011

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.008 The Millinery 
	800.008

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.009 Book Shop
	800.009

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.007 The Bridbury Theatre
	801.00�

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.004  Bridbury hospital
	801.004

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.022 Restaurant “the Swan”
	801.022

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.006 The Nutcracker “Christmas Shop”
	801.006

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.003 Old Malley’s Furniture Maker
	801.003

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.021 Hillview Cottage
	801.021

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.005 Animated St. Francis Monastery
	801.005

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.201 Bakery
	801.201

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.203 Restaurant
	801.203

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.016 The “Munttoren & Tolhuis”
	801.016

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.202 Canal house
	801.202

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.200 Shop “de Kaas”
	801.200

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.220 Mill “Dyckzicht”
	801.220

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.204	Canalhouse	“De	Kruidenier”
	801.204

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.024 ‘de Waag’
	801.024

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.017 City Hall
	801.01�

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.300 The ‘Magere brug’

•601.023 Milkbar
	801.023

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included
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•600.340 Toys & Gifts
	800.340

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.341 Fire Department
	800.341

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.342 Church
	800.342

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.338 Police Precinct No.7
	800.338

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.337 Gary’s Greengrocery
	800.33�

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.339 Train Station
	800.339

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.343 Post Office
	800.343

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.344 Dentist Dr. Waynes
	800.344

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.345 Photographer
	800.345

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.015 Farrier Hoof Smith
	800.015

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.016 St. Joseph Primary School 
	800.016

Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.017 Pat’s X-mas Trees 
	800.01�

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.012 Antique Shop 
	800.012

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.013 Restaurant Eating Time
	800.013

 •Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.014 Sweety
	800.014

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.018 Iron Blacksmith
	800.018

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.335 Annie’s Boutique
	800.335

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.336 St. George’s Pub
	800.336

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.333 Hotel Bridbury Inn
	800.333

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.334 City Hall
	800.334

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.332 Bank
	800.332

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included
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•600.351 Restaurant Deauville
	800.351

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.352 Boulangerie
	800.352

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.349 Mairie
	800.349

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.350 Banque
	800.350

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.347 Boutique de Souvenirs
	800.34�

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.348 Bureau de Poste
	800.348

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.346 Animated Water-Mill
	800.346

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.023 Hotel Chez Gérardine
	800.023

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.024 Chantiers Navals
	800.024

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.025 Antiquaire Angélique
	800.025

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.020 Fish Store Chez Pierre
	800.020

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.021 Cerele Nautic Honfleur
	800.021

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.022 Eglise Sainte Véronique
	800.022

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.019 Lighthouse with rotating light
	800.019

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.026 Paintre Artistique
	800.026

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.012 Fromagerie
	801.012

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.014 Chareauville Yaughtclub
	800.014

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.013 Bureau de Port
	801.013

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

Detail of Chareauville
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•600.357 Uhrmacher
	800.35�

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.354 Hotel
	800.354

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.355 Wetterstation
	800.355

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.356 Bernhard’s Backstube
	800.356

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.032 Wilhelmus der Förster
	800.032

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.353 Kirche
	800.353

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.029 Skischule und Geschäft Nena
	800.029

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.030 Tiroler Kapelle
	800.030

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.031 Schreiner Marty
	800.031

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.027 Anton aus Tirol
	800.02�

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.028 Café/Restaurant Stab Aldo
	800.028

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.019 Edelweiss Alm Barn
	801.019

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.020 Schneewalder Bierstube
	801.020

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.018 Edelweiss Alm
	801.018

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.002 Schule und Bibliothek
	801.002

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.000 Lindenhütte
	801.000

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.001 Rathaus
	801.001

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

Detail of Schneewald
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•600.361 In Vino Veritas
	800.361

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.036 Le Docteur et la Pharmacienne Inge
	800.036

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.360 La Ferme Forbach
	800.360

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.359 Kayser’s Bar
	800.359

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included
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•600.033 Restaurant Chez Gwendoline
	800.033

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.034 La Boulangerie Stéphane
	800.034

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.358 l’Eglise
	800.358

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.037 Hotel de Ville
	800.03�

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•600.035 Hotel Chez Geneviève
	800.035

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.011  La Ferme De Philippe
	801.011

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.015 Marréchal ferrant
	801.015

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.010  Menuiserie
	801.010

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.008 Animated Moulin Á Eau De Reidy
	801.008

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.009 Réparation De Cordonnier
	801.009

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included
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•601.582	Dora	van	den	Oord	
carrying	baskets

•601.5�8	Froukje	van	Tilborgh	
selling	fruit

•601.58�	Little	boy	playing•601.5��		Streetorgan	man

•601.581	Little	boy	selling	newspapers

•601.584	Madelief	Wolkers	
van	Avezaath	with	children

•601.5�6	Children	with	playingcar

•601.586	Making	snowman

•601.580	Making	wooden	shoes•601.5�9	Dancing	on	wooden	shoes,	set	of	2

•601.585	Skating	on	the	ice

•601.583	Henk	Poppens
making	baskets

•601.588	Mother	and	child	skating
•601.589		Bertha	Brakenhoff	

carrying	basket	on	head

•601.590	Greet	van	Steenbergen	doing	laundry

Detail of Ville de Reidy
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•601.556		Man	carying	wood

•601.559		Woman	hospital

•601.554		Mother	child	crying

•601.518		Choir

•601.55�		Priest

•601.545		Customer	with	gifts

•601.543		Man	hunting

•601.552		Joshua	Taylor•601.551		Man	with	new	hat

•601.548		Lucy	Barnet

•601.558		Man,	car,	beer,	barrel

•601.553		Boy	at	the	chocolate	car

•601.549		Sally	Craydon •601.550		Amylee	Cobham

•601.546		Salesman	frames •601.54�		Lucy	Russell

•601.542		Elize	Banstead

•601.541		David	Brent•601.540		Cindy	Enfield

•601.538		Amy	Hammersmith

•601.544		Jenny	Darton

•601.539		Catherine	and	Jacky



•601.560		Woman	with	flowers
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•600.623	Milkman •600.5�4	Marianne	Hammersmith	 •600.63�	Harry	Darton
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•600.080	Sean	Redbridge	(L)	
Jaimy	Barnet	(R),	set	of	2

•600.69�	Steven	Evans

•600.552	Annabel	Ripley •600.624	John	Ripley

•601.5�4		Woman

•601.5�3	Victorian	woman•601.5�1		Shoveling	snow

•601.5�0		Carolers

•601.5�5	Chimney	sweeper

•601.568		Santa	Claus •601.569		School	children

•601.565		Bagpiper

•601.564		Snowfight•601.563		Marian	Chersey

•601.566		Streetband

•601.562		Couple	theatre

•601.561	Dance	around	snowman •601.5�2		Town	crier

•601.56�	Mobile	bookshop
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•600.085	Andy	Lambert	(L),	Willy	
Lambert	(M),	Hank	Lambert	(R),	set	of	3 •600.646	Christopher	Lambert

•600.585	Miss	Angelina •600.602	Jonathan	Bexley
•600.086	Mickey	and	Angie	Russel	(L),	

Suzy	Wickford	(R),	set	of	2

•600.64�	Geoffrey	Redbridge
with	his	daughter	Polly

•600.55�	Annie	Brent	
and	son	William •600.558	Bobby	Taylor

•600.691	Kelly	Taylor •600.581	Street	artist
•600.56�	Timothy	Darton

and	John	Cobham

•600.081	Cleaner	(L),
Randy	Sutton	(R),	set	of	2 •600.5�2	Marie	Sutton

•600.5�3	Jack	Croydon •600.65�	Lorenna	Croydon
•600.680	Ruby	Croydon

and	friend	Jimmy

•600.591	Angelina	Enfield •600.053	Frank	Cobham •600.583	Frank	Cobham’s	assistant

•600.082	Little	Josh	Enfield	(T),	
Jessica	Barnet	and	

Donnie	Hammersmith	(B),	set	of	2
•600.604	Peter	Hammersmith

and	his	son	Simon
•600.083	Sarah	and	Jimmy	Hammersmith	
(L),	July	Lewisham	and	child	(R),	set	of	2

•600.084	Pat	Hackney
and	his	dog,	set	of	2
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•600.645	Francis	Harrow •600.554	Linda	Ripley

•600.649	Elisabeth	Waynes

•600.555	John	Andrew	Waynes

•600.550	Postman
Frederick	Chersey

•600.586	Jim	Banstead

•600.588	Hank	Waltham

•600.60�	Juggler

•600.089	Scott	Redbridge	with	
baby	Serena	(L),	Maggie	Redbridge	
and	her	daughter	June	(R),	set	of	2 •600.5�1	Peter	Redbridge

•600.562	Winston	Redbridge	(L)
and	George	Biggin	(R) •600.599	Fire	help

•600.090	Harry	Banstead	(R),	Father	
Jessy	Anthony	Green	(L),	set	of	2

•600.559	Farmerson	marries	
Conny	Donnahue

Detail of Bridbury

•600.088	Policeman	William	Enfield	(L)
and	a	villain	(R),	set	of	2

•600.59�	Flowershop	and
Gary	Wickford	jr.

•600.051	Florist
•600.08�	Gary	Wickford	(L),

Traveller	(R),	set	of	2 •600.684	Tracy	Banstead

•600.593	Cyclist

•600.5�6	Jeanet	Evans
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•600.603	Jacques	Le	Perray
with	son	Thomas

•600.618	Max	and	Daniel	Le	Perray •600.650	Laurent	Avernes

•601.512		Story	teller

•601.503	Jean	with	his	boat •601.514	Caprain•601.504	Francine	with	snowman

•601.500	Madame	Marie	with	basket

•601.502	Frau	Celine	with	mule

•601.501	Madame	Sophie	
and	table,	set	of	2

•601.50�	Frau	Brigitte	
	with	Xmas	tree

•601.506	Phillip	Moissy	
walking	to	the	bank•601.505	Frau	Mimi	walking

•601.508	Shipper	playing	accordion

•601.516	Hobby	fisher•601.515	Lighthouse	keeper

•601.513		Fish	catch

•601.519	Pastor

•601.509		Fisherman	telling	story,	
set	of	2 •601.510		Port	master

•601.511	Fisherman

•600.091	Pierre	Avernes
and	seagulls,	set	of	2

•601.51�		Boat	repair
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•600.093	Pierre	Cerny	(L),
Amelie	Cerny	(R),	set	of	2

•600.582	Street	artist

•600.643	Gérard	Potoise

•600.094	Andre	Draveil	(B),	lamb	(M),	
Sheep	and	dog	(T),	set	of	3 •600.648	Geraldine	Draveil

•600.054	Julia	Ballancourt	and
her	daughters	Anne	and	Eva •600.635	Jean	de	Limours •600.641	Melanie	de	Limours

•600.640	Victor	Domont
•600.560	Sylvie	and	
Antoine	de	Moissy

•600.095	Léon	Chailly	(L),	Anne	
Chailly	with	guest	(R),	set	of	2

•600.096	Dogs	smell	fish	(B)
Leftovers	(T),	set	of	2 •600.61�	Nico	Saintville

•600.5��	Lucien	Chantiers

•600.644	Daniel	Chantiers

•600.685	Phillipe	Chantiers

•600.5�0	Two	nuns	and	girl
•600.619	Gérardine	Domont

with	daughter	Virgine

•600.092	Hotel	visitors,	set	of	2

•600.660	Nicolette	Honfleur

•600.621	George	Honfleur

•600.564	Visitor



•601.608	Frau	marie	
bringing	vegetables
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•601.605	Casper	skiing

•601.610	Jost	walking	with	skiis

•601.604	Burgmeister

•601.611	Man	with	St.-Bernard,	set	of	2 •601.613	Schneewald	snowfight

•601.616	Walking	to	school

•601.619	Drunk	man	with	dog

•601.614	Children	preparing	skiis

•601.618	Farmer	wife

•601.620	Schneewald	school	teacher

•601.602	Barlady	bringing	beer

•601.61�	Schneewald	farmer	
with	goats,	set	of	2

•601.601	Annemarie	Britz	with	light

•601.603	Men	blazers,	set	of	2

•601.60�	Helena	rolling	ball	of	snow

•601.609	Man	working	on	wood

•601.600	Men	playing	music,	set	of	2

•601.606	Couple	dancing,	set	of	2

•601.612	Marty	skiing

•601.615	How	to	ski

•600.6�5	Greta	Neuendorf
•600.�05	Anton	Neuendorf

with	son	Peter
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•600.553	Anna	Ratinger
•600.098	Child	builds	a	snowman	

and	child	in	snow,	set	of	2

•600.614	Wilhelmus	Ratinger

•600.548	Nicolaus	Britz

•600.6�8	Jost	Britz	and	his	dog

•600.688	Three	hotelguests
build	a	snowman

•600.556	Victor	Konrad
with	nun

•600.�03	Johann	Friedrich
and	his	wife	Hildegrand

•600.100	Kunne	Friedrich	(L)	
and	Franz	Friedrich	(R),	set	of	2

•600.636	Heinrich	Hagelkorst
and	his	wife	Elisabeth

•600.099	Berthe	Blumberg	(L)	and
Bernhard	Blumberg	(R),	set	of	2

•600.0�9	Anna	Friedrich	(R)	and
Jacob	Friedrich	(L),	set	of	2

•600.6�4	Boy	on	sledge

Detail of Schneewald

•600.66�	Conrad	Birkholz

•600.6�2	Hermann	Friedenau •600.09�	Skiing	class,	set	of	3 •600.668	Nena	Birkholz

•600.6�9	Mette	Ramsbeck
with	daughter	Jutta •600.665	Marty	Friedenau
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•601.524		Gooseherd,	set	of	3

•601.521	Frau	Majorie	with	milk,	set	of	2

•601.522	Stephanie	Felbach		
cleaning	street

•601.520		Francois	with	catapult,	set	of	2

•601.530		Forester

•601.535		Farmer	taking	a	rest

•601.532		Victoire	with	pigs

•601.529	Henriette	with	goat

•601.526		Miling	cow,	set	of	2•601.525	Shepard,	set	of	2

•601.523		Dorine	and	Elena

•601.53�	Michael	is	driving	Mylene	around

•601.533	Benjamin	with	mule

•601.52�	Louis	giving	a	toast •601.555	Nun

•601.531	Pastor	on	his	bike

•601.528	Grand	parents	Bayon

•601.534	Frau	Lucille •601.536	Frau	Julie

•600.�09	Stephan	Jonas •600.592	Martin	Jonas

•601.621	Stephanie	Felbach

•600.690	Vincent	Forbach
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•600.�08	Clement	Felbach •600.654	Hairdresser

•600.689	Florian	Felbach

•600.�06	Geneviève	Pirmas

•600.�11	Guest •600.651	Stork •600.595	Boy	with	flowers

•600.�02	Cornèl	Jonas
•600.0��	Julien	Bayon	(L),
Laurine	Bayon	(R),	set	of	2

•600.0�6	Esther	Forbach	(T),
chickens	(B),	set	of	2

•600.0�8	Yvette	Bayon	(L)	and
help	(R),	set	of	2

•600.659	Doctor

•600.682	Lea,	Emma	and
Sarah	Waldkirch

•600.0�5	Theo	Stirner	(L),
Francois	Stirner	(R),	set	of	2

•600.613	Andre	Forbach

•600.�04	Christian	Thion

•600.699	Hugo	Forbach•600.615	Justin	Jonas

Detail of Ville de Reidy



•601.008 Animated Moulin Á Eau De Reidy
	801.008

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included

•601.001Rathaus
	801.001

• Animated •Lighting	•Adaptor	included		

ROTATING!

•601.005 St. Francis Monastery
• Animated interior

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		

•600.346 Animated Water-Mill
•Lighting •Adaptor included
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•600.715 Carousel 
	800.�15

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.716 Ferris wheel
	800.�16

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.074  Wooden windmill
	800.0�4

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch

•600.396 Ballroom
	800.396

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music
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•600.073 Wooden windmill
	800.0�3

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		•On/off	switch

•600.072 Stone windmill
	800.0�2

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		•On/off	switch

•601.221  Coal mine
	801.221

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		

•601.222  Carousel palace 1900
	801.222

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•601.220  Molen ‘Dijckzicht’
	801.220

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		•On/off	switch

•601.223 Barrel-organ ‘Lodewijck
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•601.224 Barrel-organ ‘de Tulp’
•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.600 Countryside skatingpond
	800.600

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.734 City square skatingpond
	800.�34

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.735 Santa and reindeer flying around
	800.�35

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•600.742 Skating the pond at the watermill
	800.�42

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		
•On/off	switch	•With	music

•605.134 Rotating optical fiber spotlight tree
	805.134

•Lighting	•Adaptor	included		•On/off	switch

Detail of Schneewald
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•600.658 Horsecarriage with family •600.712 Child carriage with pony

•600.713 Emptying a carriage
•600.714 Man on a carriages 

sees musician, set of 2 •600.718 Santa and child on carriage

•600.728 Lifting trees from a carriage

•601.307 Woman on car bringing milk

•600.729 Carriage full of presents
•600.730 Grandfather and 

grandchild in carriage

•600.731 Man and dog on sled

•601.304 Boat with tree
•601.309 Sailboat
•	Battery	operated

•601.308 Fishing boat
•	Battery	operated

•601.301 Swing •601.302 Shakespeare statue •601.303 Kiosque presse

•600.732 2 Santas on carriage •600.733 Playing with snow around carriage
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•601.305 Hunting with dogs •601.306 Beercar

•600.725 Flower kiosk •600.387 Phonebooth •600.726 Roasted chesnut kiosk
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•600.364 Stone bridge •600.366 Stone bridge with deer

•600.389 Village well

•600.067 Horse and foal scenery

•600.390 Old wishing well

•600.058 Stag drinking scenery

•600.059 Forestry scenery •600.060 Snowman scenery •600.061 Geese in the water scenery

•600.062 Fox hunting scenery •600.063 Deer an ducks scenery

•600.068 Sitting duck stand •600.070 Hercules stand•600.069 The bottleneck stand

•600.710 Clown on fair

•600.394 The waffel king

•600.391 Cookies and 
hot chocolate stand •600.392 Pretzels and glühwein stand •600.393 Christmas candles stand  

•600.727 Creperie•600.071 Cane throwing stand

•600.367 Citybridge

•600.064 Sheep and well scenery

•600.065 Beaver scenery •600.066 Swan’s lake scenery
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•600.040	Cow

•600.038	Goose •600.043	Goat •600.045	Deer

•600.048	Stag	lying •600.049	Moose	grazing

•600.056	Cow	and	calf •600.696	Cats

•600.609	Rabbit	hutch

•600.584	Horse	and	dog

•600.050	Moose	standing

•600.041	Horse

•601.591	Deer •601.592	Geese •601.593	Dogs

•601.594	Dog •601.595	Sheep •601.596	Trash	bandits

•601.59�	Pigs •601.598	Fox	scenery •601.599	Cow

•601.622	Bels	horse •600.052	Horse
•600.300	Cow	standing	(L)	
	and	cow	lying	(R),		set	of	2
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•601.310	Crates •601.311	Barrels •601.312	Footbridge

•601.313	Bridge •601.314	Fence •605.051 Steel fence, set of 2

•605.052 Wooden fence with 
green trees, set of 2

•605.053 Wooden fence with 
hedgerow, set of 2 •605.054 Wooden footbridge 1

•605.055 Wooden footbridge 2 •605.056 Wooden footbridge with trees •605.057 Wooden piers, set of 2

•600.301	Deers	with	rabbit,		set	of	2
•600.302	Scarecrow,	sheep,	
	pig	and	chicken,		set	of	4
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•605.141 Tree with flash light
•large

•605.071 Bristle tree with YRG-lightchain.
•Large	•Battery	operated

•605.072 Bristle tree with YRG-lightchain.
•Medium	•Battery	operated

•605.073 Lighted reindeer sculpture
•Battery	operated

•605.074 Lighted sleigh sculpture
•Battery	operated

Lighted tree sculpture.
•Battery	operated

•605.075 •Medium
•605.076 •Large

•601.350 Bonfire with light •601.351 Man at campfire with light 

•605.125  Victorian street lamp, set of 4
•Battery	operated

•605.126 Street lamp, set of 4
•Battery	operated

•605.131  Globe street lamp, set of 2
•Battery	operated

•605.132  Old english street lamp, set of 2
•Battery	operated

•605.133  Boulevard street lamp, 
set of 2 •Battery	operated

5  Lamps 
•605.119	Red	spotlights
•605.120	Yellow	spotlights
•605.121	Green	spotlights
•605.122	White	spotlights
•605.123	Blue	spotlights
•605.124	Multicolor	spotlights

Tree with light 
•605.142 medium

•605.143 large

36  Light clear light chain
•	Battery	operated
• Chasing lights
•605.088	Yellow	mini	lights
•605.089	Red	mini	lights
•605.090	Blue	mini	lights
•605.091	White	mini	lights
•605.092	Multicolor	mini	lights

Gas street lamp, 
•Battery	operated
•605.127 set of 4
•605.128 set of 6
•605.129 set of 8
•605.130 set of 10

36  Light clear light chain
•	Battery	operated
• Non Chasing lights
•605.103	Yellow	mini	lights
•605.104	Red	mini	lights
•605.105	Blue	mini	lights
•605.106	White	mini	lights
•605.10�	Multicolor	mini	lights

3  Lamps
•605.113	Red	spotlights
•605.114	Yellow	spotlights
•605.115	Green	spotlights
•605.116	White	spotlights
•605.11�	Blue	spotlights
•605.118	Multicolor	spotlights
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•605.520  One light cord with GS adaptor
	805.520

•605.521  3 Volt transformer
	805.521with 4 plug output

•605.522  4,5 Volt transformer
	805.522

 with 1 plug output
•605.523  E 10 12 volt replacement 

bulbs, set of 2

•605.524  4,5 Volt transformer
	805.524

with 4 plug output
•605.138  Tree large
•605.137  Treeextra large
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•605.140  Tree large
•605.139  Tree extra large
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•605.070  Shimmering fiber optic pine
•Large

Shimmering fiber optic bristle tree
•605.065  Medium
•605.064  Large
•605.066  Set of 2 •Small

Shimmering fiber optic 
evergreen tree
•605.068   Medium
•605.067 Large
•605.069 set of 2 Small

Shimmering fiber optic 
twig tree
•605.080 Medium
•605.079 Large

Shimmering fiber optic 
brown tree
•605.082 Medium
•605.081 Large
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Bristle tree
•605.002	Medium
•605.001 Large

•605.000 Extra large
•605.003 set of 2 Small
•605.004 set of 4 Mini

•605.006 12 Pcs. Assorted
•605.005 21 Pcs. Assorted

Mountain pine
•605.008 Medium

•605.007	Large
•605.009 set of 2 Small

Snowy pine
•605.012 Medium

•605.011	Large
•605.010	Extra	large

Iced pine
•605.015  Medium

•605.014	Large
•605.013	Extra	large

Winter willow, set of 2
•605.018 Small

•605.017	Medium
•605.016	Large

White tree
•605.025 Medium

•605.024	Large
•605.026 set of 2 Small

Birch tree
•605.029 Medium

•605.028	Large
•605.027	Extra	large

Snowpine
•605.032 Medium

•605.031	Large
•605.030	Extra	large

•605.033 set of 2 Small

Spruce tree
•605.035 Medium

•605.034	Large

•605.037 Shaped bristle tree
•605.037 Medium

•605.036	Large
•605.038 set of 2 Small

Needle pine
•605.040 Medium

•605.039	Large
•605.041 set of 2 Small

Green tree
•605.043 Medium

•605.042 Large
•605.044 set of 2 Small

Winter oak tree
•605.050 Medium

•605.049	Large
•605.048	Extra	large

Evergreen tree
•605.022 Medium

•605.021	Large
•605.020	Extra	large

•605.019	Jumbo
•605.023 set of 2 Smal

Oak tree
•605.047 Medium

•605.046	Large
•605.045	Extra	large



•608.100 Decorative wood ships
•Natural	color

•608.102 Decorative rocks
•Antracite	color

•608.103 Decorative rocks
•Creme	color

•608.105 Decorative stone
•Antracite	color

•608.108 Decorative sand
•Antracite	color

•608.109 Decorative sand
•Creme	color

•608.104 Decorative rocks
•Brown	color

•608.106 Decorative stone
•Creme	color

•608.107 Decorative stone
•Brown	color

•608.111 Decorative moss
•Natural	color

•608.114 Decorative reindeer 
moss •Natural	color

•608.110 Decorative sand
•Light	brown	color

•605.135 Green lawn with 
snow display matt •122x46

•605.136 sea display matt 
•122x46 •605.144 30cm. Green decorative strip

•605.059 Moss display mat •605.060 Grass display mat
•608.116 Decorative reindeer 

moss •Moss-green	color

Detail of Molendam
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601.606..........43
601.607..........47
601.608..........47
601.609..........46
601.610..........40
601.611..........40
601.612..........44
601.613..........41
601.614..........42
601.615..........44
601.616..........41
601.617..........42
601.618..........41
601.619..........41
601.620..........41
601.621..........53
601.622..........98
605.000........106
605.001........106
605.002........106
605.003........106
605.004........106
605.005........106
605.006........106
605.007........106
605.008........106
605.009........106
605.010........106
605.011........106
605.012........106
605.013........106
605.014........106
605.015........106
605.016........106
605.017........106
605.018........106
605.019........106
605.020........106
605.021........106
605.022........106
605.023........106
605.024........106
605.025........106
605.026........106
605.027........106
605.028........106
605.029........106
605.030........106
605.031........106
605.032........106
605.033........106
605.034........106
605.035........106
605.036........106
605.037........106
605.038........106
605.039........106
605.040........106
605.041........106
605.042........107
605.043........107
605.044........107
605.045........107
605.046........107
605.047........107
605.048........107
605.049........107
605.050........107
605.051........101
605.052........101
605.053........101
605.054........101
605.055........101
605.056........101
605.057........101
605.059........108
605.060........108
605.064........105
605.065........105
605.066........105
605.067........105
605.068........105
605.069........105
605.070........105
605.071........102
605.072........102
605.073........103
605.074........103
605.075........103
605.076........103
605.079........105
605.080........105
605.081........105
605.082........105
605.088........103
605.089........103
605.090........103
605.091........103
605.103........103

605.104........103
605.105........103
605.106........103
605.107........103
605.113........103
605.114........103
605.115........103
605.116........103
605.117........103
605.118........103
605.119........103
605.120........103
605.121........103
605.122........103
605.123........103
605.124........103
605.125........103
605.126........103
605.127........103
605.128........103
605.129........103
605.130........103
605.131........103
605.132........103
605.133........103
605.134..........93
605.135........108
605.136........108
605.137........105
605.138........105
605.139........105
605.140........105
605.141........102
605.142........102
605.143........102
605.144........108
605.520........104
605.521........104
605.522........104
605.523........104
605.524........104
605.525........104
608.100........108
608.102........108
608.103........108
608.104........108
608.105........108
608.106........108
608.107........108
608.108........109
608.109........109
608.110........109
608.111........109
608.114........109
608.116........109

The Netherlands
 
Schinkeldijk 56, 
2811 PB Reeuwijk, Nederland 
P.O.Box 40 
2810 AA Reeuwijk, Nederland 
Tel: (+31) 182 398200 
Fax: (+31) 182 398300 
E-mail: info@edelman.nl 

China

The Hub North Tower 
26th floor, room 2601 – 2605
no. 1068, Singangdong Road
Pazhou, Guangzhou
China 510335
Tel: (+86) 20.8923.6605
Fax: (+86) 20.8923.6273

Spain

Paraje Campillo Alto, 13
28722 El Vellón
Madrid, Spain
Tel: (+34) 90 23 66 453
Fax: (+34) 91 84 13 533

Sales Contacts Edelman:

Showrooms Edelman:

Asia: Carmelo Lopez Tel.: (+852) 27744112 

Austria: Andre Theuns Tel.: (+31) 182 398 200

Belgium: Stefan Bossers Tel.: (+31) 182 398 200

Eastern Europe: Andre Theuns Tel.: (+31) 182 398 200

Finland: Sari Sjöberg Tel.: (+358) 9 613 75 214

   

France: Jef Van den Broek / Robin van Gerven Tel.: (+31) 182 398 200

 Patrick Radureau (Garden Centres) Tel.: (+33) 1 39 68 73 99

Germany: Andre Theuns Tel.: (+31) 182 398 200

Greece & Cyprus: Eleni Karantounia Tel.: (+30) 210 25 84 777

Italy: Fabio Casotto Cell: (+39) 335 393454

  

Norway: Bjørn Dingstad Tel.: (+47) 64 85 77 60

The Netherlands: Jos Stuyts / Erik Bontenbal Tel.: (+31) 182 398 200

Spain & Portugal: John Duijvestijn Tel.: (+34) 90 23 66 453

 Menno Lachmeijer (Catalunia) Tel.: (+34) 977 60 68 76

Sweden & Denmark: Ann Söderberg Tel.: (+31) 182 398 200

Switzerland: Michael Bollmann Tel.: (+49) 6826 960007

U.S.A.: Andre Theuns Tel.: (+31) 182 398 200

United Kingdom & Ireland: Justin Matthews Tel.: (+44) 1732 465900


